
Brian Fanzo is a digital futurist keynote speaker who translates the trends of
tomorrow to inspire change today. His customized and personalized programs
showcase real-world stories and examples of forward-thinking people and
businesses. He teaches companies of all sizes how to leverage technology in real-
time in order to engage their customers at the right time. Brian has a gift for
bringing people together online and offline. He has worked in 76 countries,
highlighting his passion for change, collaboration, and technology.
At age 14, Brian won a speed typing contest, and his love for computers and
technology was born. After years of playing The Oregon Trail, creating in Adobe
Pagemaker, and using Napster, Brian earned a Computer Science degree. Prior to
speaking, he worked for nine years at the Department of Defense where he
managed a global team that deployed collaboration and cybersecurity solutions
across all branches of the military – which required him to maintain the highest
civilian security clearance. He then pursued his dream job as a technology
evangelist for a booming cloud-computing startup, helping companies embrace the
rate of change and new ways to innovate. Brian is currently the Founder of
iSocialFanz, which has helped launch digital and influencer strategies with the
world’s most iconic brands like Dell, EMC, Adobe, IBM, UFC, Applebee’s, and SAP.
Brian has been recognized as a Top 20 Digital Transformation Influencer; a Top 50
Most-Mentioned User by CMOs on Twitter, and a Top 25 Social Business Leader of
the Future by The Economist. His followers on social media and podcast downloads
rank in the hundreds of thousands, resulting in Brian being an influencer for 19 of
the Fortune 100 companies.
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Testimonials

Brian Fanzo

“Brian’s keynote was rated in the top and the feedback fantastic! The
collaboration with Brian has been outstanding – and he really lives his
#Thinklikeafan philosophy– especially when he took his time to talk and engage
with the participants at the conference all day long, evening and even night.
Both before and after the event, Brian has been very flexible regarding customer
sessions and meeting the press. I hope to be able to work with Brian again in the
future. My highest recommendation” 

- Digital Odense.

“Working with Brian was such a breath of fresh air! I have worked with countless
keynote speakers who stress how big and important they are, presenting ego first
instead of showing interest in our event. Brian wanted to learn everything he
could about our event to ensure we were a match, and then he customized his
content to ensure it was the right fit for our niche audience. We can’t wait to
work with him again!” 

- G3 Communications.
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